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The problem
How to generate documentation for
four large datasets that met FAIR
standards for scientific data quickly
and efficiently. The data had not
yet been processed in its final form.
(Or, how can I turn files like the one
to the right into easy to understand
PDFs in ten or less minutes?)
https://ddialliance.org/sites/default/files/06084.xml

Literate programming
Literate programming is a methodology that
combines a programming language with a
documentation language, thereby making
programs more robust, more portable, more easily
maintained, and arguably more fun to write than
programs that are written only in a high-level
language. The main idea is to treat a program as a
piece of literature, addressed to human beings
rather than to a computer.
- Donald Knuth (1992)
(https://www-cs-faculty.stanford.edu/~knuth/lp.html)

What are programming and markup languages?
Programming Languages

Markup Languages

Programming languages, like R and Python, are
formalized sets of instructions to a computer to
complete a task.

Markup languages are annotations to format a
document and can be specialized for a specific
format like markdown (universal), HTML (web pages),
LaTeX (pdf).

Uses in literate programming:
• Automate simple and complex processes, like
parsing metadata files, converting data types, and
wrangling data into more useful shapes.
• Use existing libraries to complete tasks and provide
outputs like data visualizations and statistical
analysis.

Uses in literate programming:
• Stable and replicable document generation with a
uniform format even when the content changes.
• Templated document stylization through a CSS file
and/or a LaTeX preamble.tex file.

Weaving programming and markup languages
Work on good prose has three steps: a musical stage when it is composed, an architectonic one
when it is built, and a textile one when it is woven. - Walter Benjamin (One way Street)
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In R inline code is marked by backticks like `r variable` within the
markup and natural language.

What does it look like? - RStudio
Header – specifying output
format and document
metadata (lines 1-4)

Natural language and R
markdown formatting
(lines 9-15)

R code chunk creating
summary statistics
(lines 16-18)
R code chunk creating a basic
plot/data visualization (lines
24-26)

What does it look like? – Jupyter Notebook
A Jupyter notebook
consists of different
cells.
Each cell can be
one of three types:
code; markdown;
or raw.
The notebook can
be exported in
various formats
including PDF,
HTML, and text
files.

Problems that Literate Programming can solve
• Convert technical hard to read data, code, or metadata files into documentation,
tables, memos, reports, etc.
• Generate replicable static documents, with graphs and plots, which can be quickly
and regularly updated and regenerated.
• Automate and incorporate more sophisticated statistical techniques into reports.
• Address the data deluge by extracting and presenting actionable information from
large data and metadata files.
• Replace paid services since these are no cost open source solutions.

Uses for archivists and curators
- Github example
Convert XML to PDF
•
•
•

DDI – Data Documentation Initiative
EAD – Encoded Archival Description
MODS – Metadata Object
Description Standard

A sample rmarkdown file
converting a DDI codebook to PDF
is in the Github repository. The
same principles would work on any
schema that’s held in a XML file.
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Uses for librarians and administrators Github example
Christine McEvilly (College of Staten
Island - CUNY) proposed using
Integrated Postsecondary Education
Data System (IPEDS) to benchmark
library metrics. A sample
rmarkdown document looking for
outliers in IPEDS circulation data
through visualizations and summary
tables is in the Github repository.

Other potential uses
Other ideas to automate report generation, whether annual,
quarterly, monthly, weekly, or daily include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Library visits reports and analysis
Staff time/budget reports
Comparisons to prior years/other institutions
Circulation analysis (parsing LCC codes into their disciplines/topics)
Website and social media traffic and engagement analysis and reports
ROIs on subscriptions
Service evaluation reports, like Interlibrary Loan or workshop sessions

Caveats and next steps
•Expect a learning curve.
• Literate programming requires some programming skill. Cheatsheets are your
friend!
• You need knowledge of the schema, metadata file, and/or dataset.

•It can be very easy to get caught up in formatting, especially with LaTeX and
CSS.

•My next step is to set up templates and incorporate documentation
generation and data/curation reports directly into the data processing
pipeline.

Thank you and questions
dw2896@nyu.edu
https://www.linkedin.com/in/daniel-woulfin

Additional resources can be found at
https://github.com/dswoulf/SUNYLA_midwinter_2022

